EFFECT OF DIFFERENT DRYING TIME/PAINT PROTECTION AGENT, INCLUSION SUBSTRATES, AND PASSAGE OF TIME ON IRIS COLOR CHANGE
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Abstract: This study evaluated the effect of different drying time of iris paint/paint protection agent, iris inclusion substrates, and passage of time on iris color change. The 120 specimens were divided into six groups (n = 20) according to the drying time (24hr or 1hr)/iris protection agent (cyanoacrylate, cyanoacrylate + polymer; monopoly + polymer). After, the groups were divided into subgroups (n = 10) as a function of the inclusion substrate (wax or thermopolymerizable acrylic resin N1). Acrylic caps were painted with Black, Sepia, and Vandik brown acrylic paint. After the drying time, the irises received a layer of the protection agent and after drying, they were submitted to the first color reading (EasyShade - lighting D65). A sclera pattern was included to obtain sclera in wax and N1 acrylic resin, in which the irises were included and processed. After seven days, the color measurements were performed, the prosthesis were stored in a container with water at 37ºC for new readings after 14, 30 and 90 days. Data were analyzed by factorial ANOVA test repeated (p<0.05). The passage of the time significantly influenced the color change of the specimens (p<0.001), with the greatest color variation occurring in the first 7 days. The type of protection agent, drying time and iris inclusion substrate not influenced the color change. The greatest change in color was observed after 7 days, and remained unchanged over 90 days, although the values were considered clinically perceptible.
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INTRODUCTION

The absence of eye affect the aesthetic, function, emotional control and, consequently the quality of life of the patients (Heindl, Trester, Guo, Zwiener, Sadat et al, 2021; Pine & Pine, 2020). For rehabilitation of the patient, an individualized ocular prosthesis can be indicated, which should become natural on the face when installed, restoring aesthetics, protecting the cavity, returning the contour, filling and tonicity of the eyelids, and conducting the secretions properly (Rezende, 1997; Dos Santos, de Caxias, Bitencourt, Turcio, Pesqueira et al, 2018). Thus, the rehabilitation can contribute in a positive way to the patient's quality of life, restoring their self-esteem and inserting them into society.

Currently, the ocular prosthesis is made from the molding of the anophthalmic cavity and the final piece is obtained in thermopolymerizable acrylic resin (Jain & Jain, 2016; Chinnery, Thompson, Noroozi & Dyer, 2017). To obtain the desired aesthetics, are necessary iris and the sclera with colors and characteristics similar to those of the patient (Bankoti, Singhal, Nair & Chandra, 2016; Ruiters, Sun, de Jong, Politis & Mombaerts, 2016; Alfenas, da Silva, Silveira, Fonseca, de Arruda et al, 2019). However, during the manufacture of the prosthesis, the professional may experience difficulties related to the change in the color of the iris, which may be related to the techniques selected for making it and the characteristics of the materials used (Reis, Brito e Dias & Mesquita Carvalho, 2008; Fernandes, Goiato, Batista & Santos, 2009; Goiato, Moreno, dos Santos, de Carvalho Dekon, Pellizzer, et al, 2010a; Goiato, Santos, Souza, Moreno & Pesqueira, 2010b; Goiato, Santos, Moreno, Gennari-Filho & Pellizzer, 2011a; Goiato, Fernandes, dos Santos, Hadadd, Moreno et al, 2011b; Mundim, Antunes, Sousa, Garcia & Pires-de-Souza, 2012; Moreno, Goiato, Oliveira, Iyda, Haddad et al, 2015; Alfenas et al, 2019). In addition, some clinical situations experienced by this group of researchers suggest that it would be possible that the iris...
inclusion in acrylic or wax (substrate) could also interfere with color stability, although, to our knowledge, no study has been performed evaluating this variation factor.

Consulting the literature, is possible to find numerous case reports that describe different techniques, in order to achieve adequate aesthetics and providing patient comfort, however, few report the effects of the techniques employed over time (Choubisa, 2017; Jamayet, Kirangi, Husein & Alam, 2017; Pathak, Pawah, Singh, Yadav & Kundra, 2017; Kulkarni, Kulkarni, Shah & Tomar, 2018; Goiato, Dos Santos, de Sousa Ervolino, Brunetto, de Magalhaes Bertoz et al, 2019; Lanzara, Thakur, Viswambaran & Khattak, 2019; Shrivastava, Shrivastava, Yadav & Gupta, 2020).

Furthermore, another studies related to fabrication techniques investigated the change in color of the iris of the ocular prosthesis under different conditions of painting, storage, polymerization, polishing and aging (Reis et al, 2008; Goiato et al, 2010a; Goiato et al, 2010b; Canadas, Garcia, Consani & Pires-de-Souza, 2010; Goiato et al, 2011a; Goiato et al, 2011b; Mundim et al, 2012; Bannwart, Goiato, dos Santos, Moreno, Pesqueira et al, 2013; Moreno et al, 2015). However, based on our knowledge, no studies were found that evaluated the change in color of the iris of ocular prostheses as a function of paint drying time, different means of protecting the iris painting, using different substrates for inclusion, that can interfere with the final result of the ocular prosthesis.

Thus, this in vitro randomly study evaluated the effect of different drying time of iris paint/paint protection agent, iris inclusion substrate, and passage of time on iris color change. The null hypothesis was that iris color would not be changed by influence of paint drying time/protection agent, iris inclusion substrate, or passage of time.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Ocular prostheses (n=120) were made according to the specific characteristics of group and subgroup studied (6 groups with n=20; 6 subgroups with n = 10) and color change was analyzed after 7, 14, 30 and 90 days.

The groups varied according to the drying time of the iris paint (1 or 24 hours), iris sealing agent (cyanoacrylate or monopoly associated with colorless polymer) and the subgroups were based in inclusion substrate (acrylic resin or wax) (Figure 1).

SPECIMENS

To obtain the iris, acrylic caps (n=120) for artificial iris (Artigos Odontológicas Clássico Ltda., São Paulo, Brazil) with 11 mm in diameter were painted with acrylic paint (Acrilex, São Bernardo dos Campos, Brazil), being used Black (nº 320) for the pupil and final layer, Sepia (nº 396) for the external halo and Vandik brown (nº 337) for the base color. The caps were randomly distributed for drying the paint for 1 hour or 24 hours.

Then, the excess paint on the side surface was removed with a multi-laminated cutter.
(Edenta, Hauptstrasse, Switzerland) and the protection agent was applied. A drop of cyanoacrylate (Super Bonder, Henkel, Düsseldorf, Germany) or monopoly was placed in the center of the painted surface and spread over the surface and sides with a blunt instrument, obtaining a thin layer. The monopoly was prepared at the Oral Rehabilitation Research Laboratory Of the School of Dentistry of Ribeirão Preto, through manipulation of the 24 mL of thermopolymerizable monomer and 6 g of colorless polymer (Clássico, Artigos Odontológicas Clássico Ltda. Campo Limpo Paulista, Brazil) in a water bath at 50ºC for 30 minutes, until obtaining a viscous and colorless substance.

For the groups 3, 4, 5 and 6, after application of the agent, the irises were immersed in the colorless thermopolymerizable polymer for 1 second, forming a thin and uniform layer of powder. Then, the caps were taken to drying in an oven (De Leo & Cia Ltda, Porto Alegre, Brazil) at 37ºC at 1 hour or 24 hours, and submitted to the first color reading.

For obtain of the substrate in acrylic resin or wax, shell-shaped pattern in thermopolymerizable acrylic resin (Artigos Odontológicas Clássico Ltda. Campo Limpo Paulista, Brazil) was included in in metal muffle nº 3 (OGP Produtos Odontológicos Ltda, São Paulo, Brazil) with gypsum (Asfer, Indústria Química Ltda, São Caetano do Sul, Brazil).

The thermopolymerizable acrylic resin (color N1, Artigos Odontológicas Clássico Ltda. Campo Limpo Paulista, Brazil) was manipulated, packed into the molds, pressed and polymerized following the manufacturer’s instructions. After polymerization, the specimens were finished and polished with a handpiece (Dabi Atlante, Ribeirão Preto, Brazil), multi-laminated cutters (Maxicut, Malleifer AS, Ballaiguer, Switzerland) and sandpaper strips.

For obtain the sclera in wax, the plaster casts were hydrated in water and the plasticized wax (Polidental, São Paulo, Brazil) was poured into the mold. The muffle was closed and, after the wax had completely cooled, the wax sclera was finished with sharp instruments and the surfaces were polished with cotton dampened in neutral detergent.

Both in resin sclera and wax sclera, a central point was located by the intersection of two lines drawn on the longitudinal and sagittal axes of the convex surface. From this point, a circular cavity of 11 mm in diameter by 3 mm in depth was opened for the inclusion of the iris. For specimens in N1 acrylic resin, the cavity was opened with a carbide drill nº 703 (Angelus Indústria de Produtos Odontológicas S/A, Londrina, Brazil) and the iris was fixed with a small amount of acrylic resin. For the wax specimens, the cavity was opened with a Lecron spatula (Duflex Instrumentos, Juiz de Fora, Brazil) and the iris was fixed with plasticized wax.

The sclera/iris set was included in muffle nº 3 with gypsum. The muffle with the resin pattern was opened and the sclera/iris set was removed. The muffle with the wax pattern was opened, the wax was removed and the iris was held in position in the muffle. The gypsum was isolated, the thermopolymerizable acrylic resin N1 was manipulated according to the manufacturer’s instructions, placed into the mold, pressed and polymerized following the same protocol described above. The specimens now had the sclera in thermopolymerizable acrylic resin with the iris fixed, and thus received the same final procedures.

A 3 mm thick layer was removed (carbide drill nº 703) from the convex surface of the sclera to seal the sclera/iris set with colorless acrylic resin. The gypsum molds were isolated,
the specimens were repositioned and the colorless thermopolymerizalbe acrylic resin was manipulated, deposited in the counter muffle and polymerized according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The muffle was closed, pressed, and polymerized, following the protocol previously described. After polymerization, the ocular prosthesis was removed and were finished and polished with a handpiece (Dabi Atlante, Ribeirão Preto, Brazil), multi-laminated cutters (Maxicut, Malleifer AS, Ballaiguer, Switzerland), sandpaper strip (Norton, Norton Saint-Gobain, Guarulhos, Brazil), and polished with felt discs, pumice stone and white from Spain in bench polisher (Nova OGP Indústria e Comércio Eireli, Curitibanos, Brazil).

Color readings were performed with an Easy Shade device (VITA, Bad Säckingen, Germany), in a light chamber (Macbeth Spectra Light, New York, USA) and with D65 lighting (1- Natural lighting, wavelength range ~ 380 at 780 nm – Gretagmacbeth, 6500, F20T12 / 65, 20W, USA; 2- Ultraviolet illumination, wavelength range ~340 to 400 nm – UV-A Sylvania, Blacklight Blue, F30T8 / BLB, 30W, USA) that simulates daylight. For the standardization and control of the reading, a matrix of two parts was made, one of silicone to contain the sclera/iris pattern and another in colorless acrylic resin to fit over the matrix/sclera/iris set, which contained an opening so that only the light from the device falls on the iris. The active tip of the device was positioned at a 45° angle to the surface of the iris, and 5 readings were realized per specimen, being one in each quadrants and one central, in the periods after 7 days, 14 days, 30 days and 90 days of confection of the prosthesis (Figure 2).

The color change was based in the values of the first measurement obtained after paint and calculated by the color difference between times using the parameter, ΔE with the CIE-LAB system. The color alteration between each specimen and each time, in terms of L*, a* and b*, was calculated by the formula:

$$ΔE_{ab} = \left[ (ΔL)^2 + (Δa)^2 + (Δb)^2 \right]^{1/2}.$$

Data analysis

The normal (Levene test) and homogeneous distribution of the data (Shapiro-Wilks test) was verified. The comparison of the means was conducted by factorial ANOVA test of repeated measures using SPSS 21.0 statistical software (IBM Corp. Released 2012, IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 21.0 - Armonk, NY, IBM Corp). All tests were performed with a confidence level of 95%.

RESULTS

The color change was significantly influenced by passage of time (p<0.001). The color change was not influenced by protection agent/drying time (p=0.995) or by the substrate (p=0.799) and there was no interaction between the factors (p=0.239). The greatest color variation occurred in the first
7 days. After 14 and 30 days there was color stability and at 90 days the change increased in relation to the two previous periods, but was smaller than that observed in 7 days (Figure 3).

**DISCUSSION**

The success of prosthetic rehabilitation of the anophthalmic cavity can be considered when harmony of shape, movement and color similar to the remaining eye is achieved. Specifically in relation to color, the iris has fundamental importance, but it reproduce depends on the skill and discipline of the professional (Alfenas et al, 2019) as well technique and material used. Factors such as the material of the iris (painting on cardboard or acrylic, printing the photographic image), type of paint, drying time of the paint, iris protection material, polymerization medium and cycle, can interfere with the final result (Reis et al, 2008; Fernandes et al, 2009; Goiato et al, 2010a; Goiato et al, 2010b; Goiato et al, 2011a; Goiato et al, 2011b; Mundim et al, 2012; Moreno et al, 2015; Alfenas et al, 2019). In relation to the substrate of the iris inclusion, no studies were found reporting the impact of this factor on iris color change. Thus, the objectives of this study were to evaluate the effect of different drying time of iris paint/paint protection agent, iris inclusion substrate, and passage of time on iris color change.

Based on the results, the null hypothesis was partially rejected, since color was influenced only by passage of time (7, 14, 30, and 90 days). The reading performed after 7 days of obtaining the prostheses indicated a greater change in color than the other periods. This result supports the idea that the protection agents and the paint, independent of the drying time may have reacted with the resin during the thermopolymerizable process, becoming unstable soon after confection and stabilizing over time. Unlike this study, where no difference was found between 1 or 24 hours for drying, Pereira (2007) recommends a minimum drying time of 24 hours to minimize the possibility of color change. The change in color of the iris of the ocular prosthesis, soon after fabrication, was also observed by another authors (Reis et al, 2008; Goiato et al, 2010a;
Canadas et al, 2010; Goiato et al, 2011a; Bannwart et al, 2013; Moreno et al, 2015). In addition, studies that evaluated this change after confection and simulating the time passage by accelerated aging (Reis et al, 2008; Fernandes et al, 2009; Goiato et al, 2010a; Canadas et al, 2010; Goiato et al, 2011b) also found color change.

Studies also show that acrylic paint and brown color are stable over time and with changes at clinically acceptable levels (Reis et al, 2008; Mundim et al, 2012). In our work, the comparison was performed with the initial color, after painting the iris, so, even if after 14 days the change has stabilized, the values obtained are above the clinically acceptable. In accord with literature, color changes above 3.7 are noticeable and may influence aesthetics (Johnston & Kao, 1989). Regardless of the analysis of the color parameters, in L* a* b* separately, what is possible to be done by the CIELab system is important that the iris have color stability.

When analyzing the color change regarding the substrate, the wax did not influence a greater color change in the groups, as expected. The hypothesis would be that during the resin pressing over the iris after removing the wax, the amount of resin would be greater compared to the amount of resin used to fix the iris already in the acrylic resin pattern. This difference in material volume could cause the traction of the paint due to the greater contraction of the resin, thus generating the detachment of the paint from the base of the acrylic cap and the mirroring effect.

Studies that evaluated the polymerization time and medium, accelerated aging, the type of paint and drying medium associated with color change were found (Reis et al, 2008; Fernandes et al, 2009; Goiato et al, 2010a; Goiato et al, 2010b; Goiato et al, 2011a; Goiato et al, 2011b; Mundim et al, 2012; Moreno et al, 2015; Alfenas et al, 2019). However, the discussion for this property when the substrate are compared is limited due to the absence of studies that included the analysis of the substrate in their methodologies.

Regarding the protective agent associated with the drying time, the results did not indicate influence of this factor on the color change of the iris, suggesting that both cyanoacrylate and monopoly may be indicated. Consulting the literature, there are indications for the application of different agents as a way of protecting the paint, such as varnish (Bannwart et al, 2013), white glue based on vinyl acetate polymer, monopoly and cyanoacrylate (Pereira, 2007). Cyanoacrylate is a low-viscosity, colorless and non-water-soluble liquid adhesive agent and is used in medicine and dentistry with different applications (BinMahfooz & Qutub, 2018; Borie, Rosas, Kuramochi, Etcheberry, Olate et al, 2019; Loffroy, Mouillot, Bardou & Chevallier 2020), presenting good bond to acrylic resin when used as a paint protection agent. Its polymerization is fast when in contact with water, air and surfaces, with an adhesion time of less than 20 seconds when in contact with plastic (Weber & Chapman, 1984). An important advantage is the low cost. Although cyanoacrylate has all these advantages, Pereira (2007) comparing vinyl acetate polymer glue and cyanoacrylate as protections for painting found a different result. The vinyl acetate polymer glue was superior to cyanoacrylate in terms of waterproofing the paint, presenting the paint layer practically intact, defined and in contact with the other materials, when analyzed by electron microscopy.

Monopoly is a mixture of colorless polymer saturated with thermopolymerizable monomer, obtained by mixing the components in a water bath (Bankoti et al, 2016), however this process needed to be
carried out with caution as the monomer is highly volatile and can cause irritation on skin, eyes and intoxications. The product can be purchased commercially, via import, which can affect costs.

The adequate color of the iris is one of the most important factors for the acceptance of the prosthetic device by the patient. The changes in this characteristic lead to the need for early replacement of the prosthesis, even if its adaptation is still good (Raizada & Rani, 2007). Therefore, the follow-up of the patient must be performed periodically. In clinical practice, this group experienced situations where color changes occurred soon after the installation of the prostheses and, after keeping them in water at 37ºC, the color returned to normal.

As limitations, this study may point to the fact that light colors such as blue and green were not evaluated, as well as the no use of other types of painting material such as oil paint or ceramic pigments. Furthermore, a more in-depth analysis of all color parameters can contribute to clinical decision making. Therefore, future studies including these variations and analyzes are still needed.

**CONCLUSION**

Based on the results obtained, the type of protection agent, drying time and iris inclusion substrate no influenced the color change. The greatest change in color was observed after 7 days, and remained unchanged over 90 days, although the values were considered clinically perceptible.
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